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example: technician driving field techs-responsibilities include: · first response to customer problems or escalated trouble calls: · which technician will respond to the call, providing the technician with relevant information to resolve the problem, such as registration, equipment identification, and the type of service requested. under normal circumstances, the driver then takes the equipment to the customer and repairs the
problem. the driver then returns the equipment to the customer's location and reports the repair to the technician back at the cable center. in addition, the driver is required to document the work performed on the customer and forward the documentation to the technician at the cable center for review and approval before the work is accepted by the cable company. if the equipment is not on hand to be repaired by the

assigned technician, the driver will attempt to locate a new piece of equipment, or send the equipment back to the cable center for service. · inspection and maintenance of service trucks, including - purchasing new tires, inspecting brakes, testing safety devices, and cleaning a truck. · directing technicians in the field to perform repairs or investigate problems, as well as driving in service trucks where equipment is
delivered or returned. · reporting vehicle accidents to mediacom service support center for investigation and action. · conducting unannounced safety checks on technicians. · monitoring and documenting technicians when they are away from the cable center. · driving company vehicles to and from job sites. · additional duties as required or needed.
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minnihan did not accept mediacom's transfer offer to the noc position in des moines. instead, minnihan stayed in his current position in ames, but declined to perform any qc checks. mediacom claims that minnihan would not perform qc checks because
it was not able to give him the additional time that he needed to find a rideshare or ride home in des moines. in his deposition, minnihan stated that he would have agreed to perform qc checks if mediacom had offered him an adequate time frame to find
a rideshare or drive home. minnihan testified that he could have driven into work between 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a., if mediacom had guaranteed that he could take breaks and arrive to work by 10:00 a. mediacom, however, did not make such a guarantee,
and instead offered a general window, from 8:00 a. to 11:00 a., in which minnihan could drive to work. this evidence does not create a genuine issue of fact as to whether mediacom failed to engage in the interactive process. minnihan told mediacom that
he did not want to drive, and when mediacom offered him another job, in another city, minnihan did not accept it. in addition to the written job description, mediacom's customer service manuals and bulletins also established that driving was an essential
function of the tos position. the manuals and bulletins state that a "field technician's primary responsibility is to resolve customer issues for a variety of equipment and services," and further state that a field technician "is expected to have a minimum of

2 years technical experience," and that "knowledgeable and reliable vehicles are essential to the job." j.a. at 385, 452 (emphasis added). 5ec8ef588b
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